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How to Wear Booties
Your fall/winter bootie guide is here, and I am covering my top do's
and don'ts for wearing this classic cold weather shoe. This style guide
is divided by pant styles from skinny jeans to culotte trousers, and my
top tips for how to wear booties with each one. For example, you'll
learn exactly what type of bootie to wear with your cropped flare denim
and what jeans can be rolled up above your boot! (Yes, that's right!
Not all skinny jeans apply to this rule.)
 
Ultimately, this style guide will help you to feel more confident when
creating outfits with the pants and booties in your closet. Have fun
perusing the guide and learning my top bootie style rules! 
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Style Tip: When wearing a
lighter color jean or pant in the
fall/winter, keep the bootie a
lighter color too. This elongates
the leg and creates a more
flattering look than say pairing a
darker colored bootie with a
lighter colored pant.
 
 
 

How to Wear Booties
SKINNY JEANS

Style Tip: Have your skinny
jeans hemmed to your ankle
bone and not longer, so that
you can easily pair them with a
variety of shoes, including
ankle booties. If you tuck in your
skinny jeans into your booties,
they should NOT be bunchy like
this.
 
 

Don't let your jeans bunch like this!
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Style Tip: Avoid showing too much skin at the ankle between your
jean and bootie as this is not flattering.
 
If your jeans are a little shorter, then wear a higher ankle bootie that
comes higher up the leg so only a sliver of skin is showing.
 
 
 
 
 
 

How to Wear Booties
SKINNY JEANS

Avoid showing too much skin like this!

Wear a higher cut ankle bootie
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Style Tip: Colored & printed booties can be tricky on some body
types, but if you're going to try them out then pair them with some
medium to light wash jeans (distressed or not-distressed is fine),
and keep the rest of the outfit more subdued so the booties are the focal
point. Make sure the jeans meet at the top of the bootie so they are not
bunchy or tucked into the bootie.
 
 
 
 
 

How to Wear Booties
SKINNY JEANS
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Style Tip:When wearing a more
casual, lighter wash pair of
skinny jeans you can cuff them
twice to have them hit right
above the top of the bootie, but
no higher. This doesn't work
with darker wash or black jeans
typically as they aren't as casual.
Remember cuffed jeans equals
very casual.
 

How to Wear Booties
SKINNY/STRAIGHT LEG

Style Tip: To help you feel more
confident and pulled together
when trying out booties and a
more trendy pair of jeans, tie
the outfit together with a similar
color palette. For example have
your booties and shirt/sweater be
a similar color or tone to
'sandwich' the jeans and make
you feel cohesive.
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Style Tip: Slim or skinny leg jeans can go over the bootie if they are
long enough and if the leg of the jean is wide enough. BUT you don't
want them to get bunchy and have too many breaks in them. Instead,
you want the jean to be ankle length still but wide enough to glide over
the top of the boot.
 
 
 
 
 
 

How to Wear Booties
SLIM LEG

This jean is too bunchy at the hem!
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Style Tip: You can wear a cropped flare pair of jeans with ankle booties
too! But it's important to have the jean and the bootie either meet or
slightly overlap, as it does not look right or flattering if too much
skin is showing.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How to Wear Booties
CROPPED FLARE

Too much skin is showing!
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Style Tip: Boot cut jeans look great with an oval or pointed toe bootie,
never square or round toe booties. They need to be full length and
hemmed a thumb nails length off of the ground. This will look elongating
and is the right look for a pair of boot cut jeans.
 
 
 
 

How to Wear Booties
BOOT CUT

Too longToo short JUST RIGHT!JUST RIGHT!
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Style Tip: For work don't be afraid to pair a higher rise ankle bootie with
culotte trousers. You want the bootie to go underneath the leg of the
pant or at least be close to the hem.
 
 
 
 
 
 

How to Wear Booties
CULOTTE TROUSERS
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Style Tip: Another work option is pairing
some ankle trousers with a sleek ankle
bootie. Keep the whole look clean and
sophisticated to go with the overall vibe of
the outfit.
 
 
 
 

How to Wear Booties
ANKLE TROUSERS
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